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Welcome to the third Duke FOLIO Forum!

Last time we met was before the holidays. Since then, we've seen FOLIO's release of Edelweiss in January, 
we held a local kick-off meeting for our local working teams, the community held WOLFcon20, hosted by 
Texas A&M in College Station, Texas, and we've signed the contract for our hosted instance! Whew!

Slide 2
Let's start with the international project update. Edelweiss...was released on January 10. In this release, 89 
new features have been completed! The complete list is available on the wiki.folio.org.

https://wiki.folio.org/display/COMMUNITY/Q4+2019+%28Edelweiss%29+Release+Notes

Some highlights:
Resource Access

we have fee/fine policies in every circulation rule
the option to anonymize loans for patron privacy
patron notices enhancements
pick slips for requests
NCIP for ILL/self check

Resource Management
unique index on budget names
order templates
create and encumber funds

Metadata Management
batch load work
work on MARCcat
refinement of the Inventory module

Slide 3
The Milestone chart has become even more refined. The project is focused on finishing the requirements 
for the libraries implementing this summer. The requirements for these libraries to implement are part of 
the feature list for us to be able to go-live, so work to get them live does not disrupt the work of the larger 
project. The libraries currently slated to go live in 2020 with varying features of FOLIO include:
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ERM Libraries
Duke University
Five Colleges
Cornell University
Leipzig University
GBV

Simmons University (FLO)
Warner University (ByWater)
Missouri State University 
The University of Alabama (in add. to MVP)
Lehigh University (+MVP go live features)

Slide 4
WOLFcon is the World Open Libraries Foundation conference. All the Open Library Foundation member 
communities gathered for meetings in late January. Ten Duke staff attended, and we pre-planned to make 
sure we were attending as many different sessions as possible. The FOLIO track included planning and 
discussion sessions as well as some presentations on how institutions are working with FOLIO. 

Slide 5

All of the major special interest groups had tracks and planned agendas. There were opportunities for 
some cross-SIG work. For example, the Reporting SIG met with members from the other major functional 
areas to review the queries that are being developed for those areas. There was a session on the 
technicalities different institutions are finding during data migration. Chalmers, the first institution live on 
FOLIO, presented on their support structure for both their local issues and reporting bugs back to the 
project.

On top of the usual special interest group meetings, a company called Arkivum partnered with EBSCO, 
and gave a plenary session on their product, Perpetua, a digital preservation system, which uses the 
FOLIO codex to search and connect with repository software and special collections. About 10 staff from 
Shanghai Public Libraries attended and spoke about their plans to create a circulation app based on the 
FOLIO architecture to be able to handle 100 million circulation transactions a year! The sheer size and 
number of libraries and borrowers that the Shanghai Public Library system handles is mind-boggling.

I'm sure that everyone who attended came away pleased with the discussions and results. And tired too. 
The mascot, Wolfie was busy during the conference, and has safely made his way to Hamburg, Germany 
for WOLFcon21.

Slide 6-7
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Okay, let's move on to our local work. The LSP Steering Group held a kick-off session for our local teams 
on January 8. Team members came together to meet each other, learn more about their roles, and more 
specifics of how they'll work together. Each team has a charter and they're reviewing and editing it, and 
adding the general tasks they'll need to complete. Many of our team members are new to FOLIO, so 
they're becoming acclimated to the project as a whole, and learning the lingo. 

Slide 8-9
During WOLFcon, Index Data issued a press statement announcing Duke's agreement to have them 
implement and host FOLIO for us. We've attended a meeting at WOLFcon with Index Data staff and 
representatives from the other three institutions who have penned agreements - University of Chicago, 
Lehigh University, and the FLO, the Fenway Library Organization, to talk about the support model, and we 
have started meeting weekly to work on issues that affect our implementations. Our instance of FOLIO 
was opened to us about a week ago, and Library Systems and Integration Support staff are working to get 
users set up for our working team members. We've also started working on setting up the 
bibliographic/holdings/items record loading into the Inventory module. The instance we have does not 
have demo data or demo settings in it, other than those the Metadata Management SIG developed as 
standards for the Inventory app and instance data. So we've got a fresh slate!

Our contract with Index Data includes the hosting of our instances, assistance with loading data, 
implementation support, and custom development. Their developers are working on improving 
performance, and are working with Chicago and Cornell on single-record import functionality, like OCLC's 
Connexion.

Post-WOLFcon, the Implementers Group is working on a few documents that describe in English (with 
apologies to the non-native English speakers on the project!) that get at the heart of what groups of 
libraries really need as a minimum to go live. 

https://wiki.folio.org/display/COHORT2019/Working-Groups

Slide 10-11
Timeline...Tasks are becoming more concrete, and we're able to start checking some off! The ERM 
Implementation Team and the Configurations Working Group will be meeting to review and complete the 
settings required for the ERM implementation. The ERM Implementation Team will be working with the 
User Permissions Working Group to create personas which will help determine the permissions that ERM 
staff will need to do their work. This spring, the Workflows Working Group will help create workflow 
diagrams so we're sure that everything the ERM team needs to do is covered. And the Reporting Working 
Group will bring the existing queries the Library Data Platform SIG has developed for ERM data for the 
ERM Implementation Team to review.
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At the same time, the Configurations Working Group and the Data Working Group will be hosting a 
meeting with all the product owners and conveners to start discussing locations. The location hierarchy 
affects so many of the FOLIO apps, that it's important that we have a structure and naming convention 
that works across the libraries. Another meeting that will have a broad participation is the material types 
discussion. 

We plan to have a large sample of bib/hol/item data loaded with the current locations, material types, 
item types, etc., so that all the working teams can see what FOLIO looks like with current Duke data, and 
we can start the iterations to get the data into the state and format we want it for the long term in FOLIO. 
The Data Working Group will take on the mapping of current data to the FOLIO format. 

Slide 13 Timeline highlights Q3-Q4 2020
We'll go-live with ERM functionality in quarter 3, 2020, allowing the creation of new licenses in 
production, and the ERM staff will start work on the backlog of existing licenses. We'll focus on getting 
more data into our instance, testing queries in the LDP, and getting our external systems integrated with 
FOLIO. 

Once the teams are running at full speed, they will decide the order and the specifics of the milestones. 
We expect this to be an iterative process. What that means is that a team may work on something in Q3, 
get it as far as it can go at that point, and put it on their plans to come back to it, once a feature is 
released, or the data has been added. 

A huge thank you to everyone who is involved in the work of this project. It couldn't happen without you. 
And thank you to all who came today or are watching this later. We couldn't do this without your support!


